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ANNEX
RESULTS OF VOTES

Abbreviations and symbols

+ adopted
- rejected
↓ lapsed
W withdrawn
RCV (..., ..., ...) roll-call vote (for, against, abstentions)
EV (..., ..., ...) electronic vote (for, against, abstentions)
split split vote
sep separate vote
am amendment
CA compromise amendment
CP corresponding part
D deleting amendment
= identical amendments
§ paragraph
art article
rec recital
MOT motion for resolution
JT MOT joint motion for a resolution
1/20 low threshold (1/20 of Members)
1/10 medium threshold (1/10 of Members)
1/5 high threshold (1/5 of Members)
SEC secret ballot
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1. The human rights situation in Xinjiang, including the Xinjiang police files

Motions for resolutions: B9-0310/2022, B9-0311/2022, B9-0312/2022, B9-0318/2022, B9-
0319/2022, B9-0325/2022

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Joint motion for a resolution RC-B9-0310/2022
(PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, ECR)

§ 4 § original text RCV + 513, 1, 14

After § 8 6 The Left RCV - 122, 402, 25

§ 9 7 The Left RCV - 42, 413, 93

After § 9 8 The Left -

9 The Left -After § 10

10 The Left -

§ 18 1 Renew -

After § 19 11 The Left -

After citation 6 3 The Left -

4 The Left -After recital H

5 The Left RCV - 43, 491, 25

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) +

Motions for resolutions by political groups

B9-0310/2022 S&D ↓

B9-0311/2022 Renew ↓

B9-0312/2022 ECR ↓

B9-0318/2022 Verts/ALE ↓

B9-0319/2022 PPE ↓

B9-0325/2022 The Left ↓

Requests for roll-call votes
ID: § 4
The Left: amendments 5, 6, 7

Miscellaneous
Amendment 2 had been cancelled.
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2. The instrumentalisation of justice as a repressive tool in Nicaragua

Motions for resolutions: B9-0293/2022, B9-0298/2022, B9-0301/2022, B9-0306/2022, B9-
0313/2022, B9-0315/2022

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Joint motion for a resolution RC-B9-0293/2022
(PPE, Renew, ECR)

split

1 +

§ 1 § original text

2/RCV + 525, 15, 29

2 The Left RCV - 58, 497, 14After § 1

3 The Left RCV - 59, 475, 33

§ 4 1 ID RCV - 267, 287, 11

split

1 +

§ 9 § original text

2 +

split

1 +

2/RCV + 529, 12, 32

Recital I § original text

3 +

Recital L § original text RCV - 258, 309, 7

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) RCV + 524, 17, 29

Motions for resolutions by political groups

B9-0293/2022 PPE ↓

B9-0298/2022 The Left ↓

B9-0301/2022 Verts/ALE ↓

B9-0306/2022 S&D ↓

B9-0313/2022 Renew ↓

B9-0315/2022 ECR ↓
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Requests for roll-call votes
ECR: recital L
PPE: final vote
The Left: amendments 2, 3
ID: amendment 1

Requests for separate votes
Verts/ALE, S&D, The 
Left:

recital L

Requests for split votes
ID
§ 1
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘and members of the Catholic Church’
Second part those words

§ 9
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘for crimes against humanity’
Second part those words

Recital I
First part ‘whereas in 2022, the Ortega-Murillo regime banned almost 400 non-profit 

organisations, depriving them of their legal status;’
Second part ‘whereas the Catholic Church has also been the victim of the Ortega-Murillo 

regime,’
Third part ‘as have the Nicaraguan Academy of Language, members of indigenous 

communities and other minority groups, among others;’

3. Violations of media freedom and safety of journalists in Georgia

Motions for resolutions: B9-0295/2022, B9-0300/2022, B9-0302/2022, B9-0303/2022, B9-
0304/2022, B9-0309/2022

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Joint motion for a resolution RC-B9-0300/2022
(PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, ECR)

split

1 +

After § 15 1=
2=
3=

ECR, PPE, 
Renew

2/EV + 308, 218, 40
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Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) +

Motions for resolutions by political groups

B9-0295/2022 The Left ↓

B9-0300/2022 Verts/ALE ↓

B9-0302/2022 S&D ↓

B9-0303/2022 ECR ↓

B9-0304/2022 PPE ↓

B9-0309/2022 Renew ↓

Requests for split votes
Verts/ALE
amendments 1=2=3
First part ‘Expresses its concern over the destructive role played by the sole oligarch, 

Bidzina Ivanishvili, in Georgia’s politics and economy, and the level of control he 
exerts over the government and its decisions, including those on the politically 
motivated persecution of journalists and political opponents;’

Second part ‘is deeply worried by Ivanishvili’s exposed personal and business links to the 
Kremlin, which determine the position of the current Government of Georgia 
towards sanctions on Russia; calls on the Council and democratic partners to 
consider imposing personal sanctions on Ivanishvili for his role in the deterioration 
of the political process in Georgia;’

4. The rule of law and the potential approval of the Polish national recovery 
plan (RRF)

Motions for resolutions: B9-0316/2022, B9-0317/2022, B9-0320/2022, B9-0321/2022, B9-
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0322/2022, B9-0323/2022

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Joint motion for a resolution RC-B9-0317/2022
(PPE, S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, The Left)

Before § 1 2 ID -

§ 3 § original text RCV + 414, 136, 23

After § 6 1 Verts/ALE RCV - 161, 382, 25

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) RCV + 411, 129, 31

Motions for resolutions by political groups

B9-0316/2022 ECR ↓

B9-0317/2022 PPE ↓

B9-0320/2022 Verts/ALE ↓

B9-0321/2022 The Left ↓

B9-0322/2022 S&D ↓

B9-0323/2022 Renew ↓

Requests for roll-call votes
S&D: final vote
Verts/ALE: amendment 1
PPE: § 3

Miscellaneous
Dragoş Tudorache, Katalin Cseh and Anna Júlia Donáth had also supported motion for a 
resolution B9-0323/2022.
Katarina Barley had also supported joint motion for a resolution RC-B9-0317/2022.
Birgit Sippel had withdrawn her support from joint motion for a resolution RC-B9-0317/2022.
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5. International procurement instrument ***I

Second report: Daniel Caspary (A9-0337/2021)

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Provisional agreement

Provisional agreement 107 committee RCV + 554, 7, 14

Draft legislative resolution

Joint statement 108 committee +

Commission 
statement

109 committee +

Commission 
statement

110 committee +

6. Parliament’s right of initiative

Report: Paulo Rangel (A9-0142/2022)

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

§ 20 2 MEPs RCV - 113, 250, 214

§ 27 1 rapporteur +

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) RCV + 420, 117, 35

Requests for roll-call votes
Verts/ALE: amendment 2

7. Global threats to abortion rights: the possible overturn of abortion rights 
in the US by the Supreme Court

Motions for resolutions: B9-0289/2022, B9-0292/2022, B9-0299/2022

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Motion for a resolution B9-0299/2022
(S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, The Left, Members)

3 ID RCV - 122, 425, 22Before § 1

1 ECR RCV - 126, 406, 36
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Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

2 ECR RCV - 138, 405, 19

split

1 +

2 +

§ 1 § original text

3 +

split

1 +

2 +

§ 4 § original text

3/EV + 312, 232, 24

split

1/RCV + 366, 139, 53

§ 5 § original text

2/RCV + 364, 142, 51

split

1 +

§ 6 § original text

2 +

split

1 +

2 +

§ 7 § original text

3 +

split

1 +

2 +

§ 8 § original text

3 +

split

1 +

§ 9 § original text

2 +

split§ 10 § original text

1 +
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Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

2 +

split

1 -

§ 11 5 PPE

2/EV - 141, 375, 47

split

1 +

2 +

§ 13 § original text

3 +

split

1 +

§14 § original text

2 +

split

1 +

2 +

§ 16 § original text

3 +

§ 17 § original text sep +

split

1 +

§ 18 § original text

2 +

split

1 +

§ 20 § original text

2 +

split

1/RCV + 446, 75, 47

§ 21 § original text

2/RCV + 366, 151, 47
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Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

§ 22 § original text sep +

§ 24 § original text sep +

split

1 +

§ 25 § original text

2 +

§ 26 § original text sep +

split

1 +

§ 27 § original text

2 +

split

1/RCV + 428, 74, 64

2/RCV + 411, 82, 50

§ 28 § original text

3/RCV + 377, 131, 45

split

1 +

2 +

§ 29 § original text

3 +

§ 30 6 PPE -

split

1 +

§ 31 § original text

2 +

Citation 27 § original text sep +

Recital A § original text RCV + 375, 142, 51

Recital B 4 PPE -

split

1 +

Recital C § original text

2 +
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Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

split

1 +

2 +

3 +

Recital E § original text

4 +

split

1 +

Recital G § original text

2 +

split

1 +

Recital I § original text

2 +

split

1 +

Recital M § original text

2 +

split

1 +

2 +

3 +

Recital O § original text

4 +

Recital P § original text sep +

Recital S § original text sep +

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) RCV + 364, 154, 37

B9-0289/2022 ID ↓

B9-0292/2022 ECR ↓

Requests for roll-call votes
The Left: final vote (B9-0299/2022)
ECR amendments 1, 2
ID: §§ 5, 21; recital A; amendment 3

Requests for separate votes
PPE: §§ 17, 22, 24, 26, 28; citation 27; recitals P, S
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Requests for split votes
ECR
Amendment 5
First part ‘Recognises that for personal reasons, individual US medical practitioners may 

invoke a conscience clause;’
Second part ‘stresses, however, that an individual’s conscience clause may not interfere with a 

patient’s right to full access to healthcare and services;’

ID
§ 28
First part ‘Reaffirms that abortion must always be a voluntary decision based on a person’s 

request, and given of free will, in accordance with medical standards and 
availability, accessibility, affordability and safety‘

Second part ‘based on WHO guidelines;’
Third part ‘calls on the Member States to ensure universal access to safe and legal abortion, 

and respect for the right to freedom, privacy and the best attainable healthcare;’

PPE
§ 1
First part Text as a whole without the second letter ‘R’ in ‘SRHR’ and without the words: 

‘recalls that SRHR are fundamental human rights which should be protected and 
enhanced and cannot in any way be watered down or withdrawn;’

Second part second letter ‘R’ in ‘SRHR’
Third part ‘recalls that SRHR are fundamental human rights which should be protected and 

enhanced and cannot in any way be watered down or withdrawn;’

§ 4
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘to fully decriminalise access to and the 

provision of abortion services’ and ‘free’
Second part ‘to fully decriminalise access to and the provision of abortion services’
Third part ‘free’

§ 5
First part ‘Calls on the Government of the State of Texas to swiftly repeal Senate Bill 8; calls 

on the Governments of the States of Idaho and Oklahoma to repeal their similar 
laws, including Bill HB 4327 (Oklahoma);’

Second part ‘calls on all 26 states of the US with trigger laws, laws on the books and other 
measures concerning bans and restrictions on abortion to repeal them and to 
ensure that their legislation is in line with internationally protected women’s 
human rights and international human rights standards;’

§ 6
First part ‘Is deeply concerned about the fact that bans and other restrictions on abortion 

disproportionately affect women in poverty, in particular racialised women, 
including Black women, Hispanic women and Indigenous women, as well as 
women from rural areas, LGBTIQ people, women with disabilities, adolescents, 
migrant women, including irregular migrants, and single-parent households 
headed by women; stresses that women who, due to financial or logistical 
barriers, cannot afford to travel to reproductive health clinics in neighbouring 
states or countries, are at greater risk of undergoing unsafe and life-threatening 
procedures, and of being forced to carry their pregnancy to term against their 
will,’

Second part ‘which is a violation of human rights and a form of gender-based violence’

§ 7
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘but deeply regrets the fact that it failed to 

pass in the Senate’ and ‘including abortion,’
Second part ‘but deeply regrets the fact that it failed to pass in the Senate’
Third part ‘including abortion,’
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§ 8
First part ‘Encourages President Joe Biden and his administration to strengthen their efforts 

and to continue to support abortion rights, and urges him to ensure access to safe 
and legal abortion; encourages the US Government to make further efforts in 
order to ensure that abortion and contraception are integrated within the 
provision of age-appropriate and comprehensive SRHR information, education and 
services, and that they are accessible to all;’

Second part ‘welcomes the fact that US funding has been restored to the UNFPA, the UN’s 
sexual and reproductive health agency, and calls on the US Government and/or 
other relevant US authorities to continue supporting SRHR and to do so at the UN 
and in other multilateral forums’ excluding the second letter ‘R’ in ‘SRHR’

Third part the second letter ‘R’ in ‘SRHR’

§ 9
First part ‘Urges the US Government and/or other relevant US authorities to ensure 

adequate federal, constitutional and statutory protections for the right to 
terminate a pregnancy’

Second part ‘and further urges the US Government to fully decriminalise abortion, which 
requires not only putting an end to the penalisation of women and girls and other 
pregnant persons, healthcare providers and others assisting with abortion 
services, but also removing abortion from state criminal law statutes and 
abolishing all other punitive laws, policies and practices;’

§ 10
First part ‘Strongly encourages the US Government and/or other relevant US authorities also 

to remove all barriers to abortion services, including third party consent or 
notification, mandatory waiting periods and authorisation by judges or medical 
panels, and to guarantee timely access to abortion care across the country;’

Second part ‘calls on the US Government to ensure that the service is provided without 
discrimination, harassment, coercion, fear or intimidation, with due respect for 
women’s privacy and for confidentiality, and with due protection and respect for 
healthcare providers;’

§ 13
First part Text as a whole excluding second letter ‘R’ in ‘SRHR’ and without the word: 

‘public’
Second part  second letter ‘R’ in ‘SRHR’
Third part ‘public’

§ 14
First part Text as a whole without the word: ‘universal’
Second part that word

§ 16
First part ‘Is deeply concerned about the potential consequences for women’s rights 

worldwide, should the US Supreme Court overturn Roe v Wade; is deeply worried 
about the possibility of a chilling effect on prioritising and funding for SRHR 
services, which have already been massively deprioritised and underfunded both 
within the US and globally;’ and without the second letter ‘R’ in ‘SRHR’

Second part second letter ‘R’ in ‘SRHR’
Third part ‘highlights with concern that in countries heavily dependent on US aid for public 

health programmes, its overturning could have an impact on those governments’ 
commitment to abortion provision and other reproductive rights;’

§ 18
First part Text as a whole without the second letter ‘R’ in ‘SRHR’ and without the words: ‘in 

particular abortion care, and that they are afforded justice and legal redress when 
their rights are violated;’

Second part those words
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§ 20
First part ‘Calls for the EU and the Member States to offer all possible support, including 

financial support, to US-based civil society organisations protecting, promoting 
and providing SRHR in the country, as an expression of its unwavering 
commitment to these rights;’

Second part ‘calls further on the Member States to offer a safe haven for all medical 
professionals who might be at risk of legal persecution or other forms of 
harassment as a result of their legitimate work in providing abortion care;’

§ 21
First part Text as a whole without the second letter ‘R’ in ‘SRHR’ and without the words: 

‘including by compensating for any possible reduction in US funding to SRHR 
globally, and by strongly advocating and prioritising universal access to safe and 
legal abortion and other SRHR in their external relations;’

Second part those words

§ 25
First part Text as a whole without the second letter ‘R’ in ‘SRHR’ and without the words: 

‘especially in countries where restrictions are placed on the right and access to 
abortion’

Second part those words

§ 27
First part ‘Underlines that, in keeping with the Beijing Platform for Action and the ICPD 

Programme of Action, the right of all individuals to bodily integrity and autonomy 
needs to be protected, and access to the essential services which give effect to 
this right needs to be ensured; stresses that access to healthcare is a human 
fundamental right, and that it is the obligation of the state to provide and 
guarantee healthcare for all; calls for a comprehensive global approach in the 
essential sexual and reproductive health package, including measures for 
preventing and avoiding unsafe and clandestine abortions,’

Second part ‘as well as the provision of post-abortion care, to be integrated into the universal 
health coverage strategies, policies and programmes;  deplores the fact that 
healthcare is not accessible to everyone in the US; recalls that poverty is closely 
linked to the forced and coerced continuation of pregnancy and to the lack of safe 
and legal abortion;’

§ 29
First part ‘Urges the Member States to decriminalise abortion and remove and combat 

obstacles to safe and legal abortion and access to sexual and reproductive 
healthcare and services;’

Second part ‘calls on the Member States to guarantee access to safe, legal and free abortion 
services, to pre-natal and maternal healthcare services and supplies, voluntary 
family planning, contraception, youth-friendly services, as well as to HIV 
prevention, treatment, care and support, without discrimination;’ without the 
words: ‘to safe, legal and free abortion services,’

Third part those words

§ 31
First part Text as a whole without the second letter ‘R’ in ‘SRHR’ (2 occurrences) and 

without the words: ‘calls on the Member States to progress towards universal 
health coverage, for which SRHR is essential;’

Second part those words

Recital C
First part ‘whereas unsafe abortion is the main but preventable cause of maternal deaths 

and morbidities;’
Second part ‘whereas the lack of access to safe and legal abortion care is a critical public 

health and human rights issue; whereas prohibiting abortion and thus forcing 
women to seek unsafe and clandestine abortions results in increased maternal 
mortality and morbidity;’
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Recital E
First part ‘whereas the lives of women and girls across the US would be impacted by a 

Supreme Court decision that could overturn Roe v Wade, and the harmful 
consequences would be experienced most acutely by individuals in vulnerable 
situations;’

Second part ‘whereas other SRHR could also be negatively impacted if Roe v Wade were to be 
overturned; whereas restrictions or a ban on the right to abortion in the US would 
have a disproportionate impact on women in poverty, in particular racialised 
women, including Black women, Hispanic women and Indigenous women, as well 
as women from rural areas, LGBTIQ people, women with disabilities, adolescents, 
migrant women, including irregular migrants, and single-parent households 
headed by women;’

Third part ‘whereas public abortion services can provide universal access to safe and legal 
abortion for all women, including those in vulnerable socio-economic situations;’ 
without the word: ‘public’

Fourth part ‘public’

Recital G
First part ‘whereas Texas has recently passed so-called Senate Bill 8 (SB 8), which bans 

abortion after the commencement of foetal cardiac impulses, i.e. after 
approximately six weeks of pregnancy, with no exceptions for rape, incest or 
foetal health conditions that are incompatible with sustained life after birth; 
whereas the US Supreme Court has allowed the law to go into effect and Texas 
has been able to evade a court review of its constitutionality by absolving 
government officials from enforcing the law and creating a legal pathway for 
citizens, for a USD 10 000 reward, to sue anyone who provides abortion care or 
assists someone in obtaining an abortion in violation of the ban, as without one 
single entity responsible for its enforcement, the law is more difficult to contest;’

Second part ‘whereas the provision allowing citizens to sue anyone who provides abortion 
services opens the floodgates for harassment;’

Recital I
First part ‘whereas if the Supreme Court decided to overturn Roe v Wade, the decision 

about the legality of abortions would return to the states; whereas 13 states have 
already enacted so-called trigger laws outlawing abortion, which are intended to 
ban or limit access to abortion immediately if Roe v Wade is overturned; whereas, 
including these 13 states, 26 States overall are certain or likely to restrict or ban 
abortion if the constitutional protection is overturned, as other states could 
attempt either to reinstate laws passed before 1973,’

Second part ‘such as Michigan, Wisconsin and West Virginia, or to enact recently passed 
abortion restrictions that were blocked by the courts, such as Alabama, Georgia, 
Iowa, Ohio and South Carolina;’

Recital M
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘and conservative think tanks belonging to the 

US Christian right’
Second part those words
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Recital O
First part ‘whereas despite general progress in SRHR protection around the world, including 

in Europe, backsliding on the right to access safe and legal abortion is a grave 
concern;’

Second part ‘whereas the overturning of Roe v Wade could embolden the anti-abortion 
movement in the European Union; whereas Poland is the only EU Member State to 
have removed a ground for abortion from its laws, as the illegitimate 
Constitutional Tribunal ruled on 22 October 2020 to reverse long-established 
rights of Polish women entailing a de facto abortion ban;’

Third part ‘whereas abortion is banned in Malta; whereas medical abortion in early 
pregnancy is not legal in Slovakia and is not available in Hungary; whereas access 
to abortion is also being eroded in Italy; whereas access to abortion care is being 
denied in other EU Member States, such as recently in Croatia;’

Fourth part ‘whereas it is imperative for the EU and its Member States to defend SRHR and to 
stress that women’s rights are inalienable, and that they cannot be removed or 
watered down; whereas it is critical for the EU and its Member States to continue 
to make progress in guaranteeing access to safe, legal and timely abortion care in 
accordance with WHO recommendations and evidence;’

8. The call for a Convention for the revision of the Treaties

Motions for resolutions: B9-0305/2022, B9-0307/2022

Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Motion for a resolution B9-0305/2022
(ID Group)

Motion for a resolution -

Motion for a resolution B9-0307/2022
(S&D, Renew, Verts/ALE, Members)

1 The Left RCV - 77, 477, 16

2 The Left RCV - 65, 489, 9

3 The Left RCV - 62, 478, 33

Before § 1

4 The Left RCV - 153, 398, 17

After § 1 9 The Left -

After § 2 5 The Left RCV - 65, 388, 116

10 The Left -

11 The Left -

12 The Left -

13 The Left -

14 The Left -

15 The Left -

16 The Left -

After § 4

37 Verts/ALE RCV - 116, 336, 113
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Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

17 The Left RCV - 99, 359, 103

18 The Left -

19 The Left -

20 The Left -

21 The Left -

22 The Left -

23 The Left RCV - 104, 354, 105

24 The Left -

25 The Left RCV - 64, 381, 119

26 The Left RCV - 65, 373, 124

27 The Left -

28 The Left RCV - 206, 258, 96

38 PPE, S&D, 
Renew

RCV + 359, 166, 37

split

1/RCV ↓

2/RCV ↓

3/RCV ↓

§ 5

§ original text

4/RCV ↓

29 The Left RCV - 115, 326, 110

30 The Left -

31 The Left -

32 The Left -

33D The Left -

34D The Left -

35 The Left -

36 The Left RCV - 170, 358, 32

§ 6

39 PPE, S&D, 
Renew

RCV + 391, 110, 56
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Subject Am No Author RCV 
etc.

Vote RCV/EV – remarks

6 The Left -After recital B

7 The Left -

After recital D 8 The Left RCV - 69, 444, 43

Motion for a resolution (as a whole) RCV + 355, 154, 48

Requests for roll-call votes
S&D: final vote
Verts/ALE: amendment 37
PPE: amendments 38, 39
The Left: amendments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 17, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29, 36

Requests for split votes
The Left
§ 5
First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘relevant’ and ‘so-called passerelle clause and 

in case of emergency’ (in first bullet point) and ‘defence’ (in second bullet point) 
and without bullet point 5

Second part ‘relevant’ and ‘so-called passerelle clause and in case of emergency’ (in first 
bullet point)

Third part ‘defence’ (in second bullet point)
Fourth part bullet point 5
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9. A new trade instrument to ban products made by forced labour

Motion for a resolution: B9-0291/2022

Subject RCV etc. Vote RCV/EV – remarks

Motion for a resolution B9-0291/2022
(INTA Committee)

Motion for a resolution RCV + 503, 6, 4

Requests for roll-call votes
The Left: final vote


